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Remembrance Ballantine Books
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jude Deveraux returns to the magnificent,
sunny island in For All Time, the second novel in her Nantucket Brides trilogy—this
time featuring the next generation of her beloved family of Montgomery-Taggerts.
The wedding of Alix Madsen and Jared Montgomery is a glorious affair at an
elegant little chapel in the woods, followed by dinner and dancing, all while
moonlight blankets the festivities in a romantic glow. While most guests are fixed
on the happy couple, Jared’s cousin Graydon can’t look away from a bridesmaid,
Toby Wyndam. It’s not just her quiet beauty that enthralls him or the way she
makes him laugh. Toby possesses the truly remarkable ability of being able to
distinguish Graydon from his identical twin brother, Rory. According to family
legend, such a gift marks her as Graydon’s True Love. But Graydon knows there
is no possible way that they can ever be together, for he is heir to the Lanconian
throne and is to marry a noble woman who has been chosen for him. Yet, intrigued
by Toby, he asks her to help him hide on Nantucket for a week away from regal
responsibilities. In exchange, he’ll assist her with planning acclaimed novelist
Victoria Madsen’s lavish wedding. Since they both know their union is impossible,
the pair promises that they will never be more than just friends. But there’s more
going on between Graydon and Toby than her unique power to tell him apart from
his twin. At work are forces beyond their control, which are ruled by time itself.
Combine that with the magical island of Nantucket, and a seductive spell is cast
over Graydon and Toby. If they are to be together, they must change what once
was, as well as what will be. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Jude
Deveraux's Ever After. Praise for Jude Deveraux and For All Time “Jude
Deveraux is an amazing author, and her Nantucket Brides series will sweep you
away.” —Susan Mallery “Jude Deveraux takes us to a place where dreams are
made. . . . For All Time is a page-turning time-travel romance that captures your
imagination from the start and keeps hold till the very last page.”—Fresh Fiction “A
beautifully written story with a refreshing old-romance feel . . . Fans of Deveraux
will be delighted, while new readers will fall in love with her signature writing
style.”—RT Book Reviews “A charming tale.”—Library Journal “Engrossing . . . [a]
romance that transcends time.”—Kirkus Reviews

Stranger in the Moonlight Simon and Schuster
Her wedding fast approaching, celebrated chef Kady Long knew she was the luckiest
woman alive...until she slipped into a delicate satin wedding dress she found in an
antique flour tin and was overcome by an odd dizzy spell. When she came to, Kady
was in the dusty western town of Legend, Colorado -- where a hanging was about to
commence! With quick wits and more than a little moxie, Kady halts the proceedings,
much to the relief of one Cole Jordan, a tall, thankful, and very appealing man. Now
it's Kady's turn to enlist his help to find a way back home. But before long, Kady
discovers a passion that she knows can only live in Legend -- until Cole reveals a
secret that unites them in a way Kady never could have imagined.
Days of Gold Simon and Schuster
When a successful writer is told by a psychic about a past life in Edwardian England and she is hypnotized to
remember her past, a mistake is made and she returns there.
Heartwishes MIRA
From a New York Times–bestselling “master” of romance, a western
historical about a runaway daughter who falls for the outlaw who
abducts her (Sarah MacLean, New York Times–bestselling author of
the Hell’s Belles series). When a kidnapper falls for his captive,
who is the true mark? With a daughter as strong-willed and

independent as Christiana, her father is certain she won’t come home
on her own—so he decides to send two men to bring her back. With
the blazing spirit of a true Montgomery, heiress and newspaper
reporter Christiana Montgomery Mathison bravely defies the two men
who abduct her. Forced into the primitive rain forests of the
Washington Territory, she is swept into a thrilling adventure. Amid
schemes of greed and intrigue, the bold beauty resists the wooing
of one captor and cleverly entices the other, the mysterious and
fatally handsome Tynan, a man who desires her . . . but must refuse
her love at all costs. “A thoroughly pleasurable novel.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred reviewon Ever After
Wishes Ballantine Books
Lillian Manville, the devoted wife of business titan Jimmie Manville, had always taken the blessings of her
life for granted - until the devastating news of Jimmie's death turns everything upside down. Lillian is
bewildered to learn that Jimmie has willed her nothing but the rundown farmhouse of his Virginia childhood
and left his fortune to his greedy brother and sister. All Lillian has now is a house she's never seen - and
Jimmie's cryptic note alluding to a mysterious scandal that had haunted her late husband since his Virginia
boyhood: 'Find out the truth about what happened will you? Do it for me. And wherever you are, whatever
you do, remember that I love you.' To escape the relentless paparazzi hounding her in the wake of her
husband's death, Lillian changes her name, gives herself a dramatic makeover and sets herself up in the old
Manville farmhouse. She has no inkling that these transformations merely mark the start of a thrilling journey
of discovery about her own resilience, about the endurance of love - and about the shocking secret that
plagued the dark corners of her husband's mind. Luminous and inspiring, THE MULBERRY TREE is sure to
captivate readers everywhere.
Perfect Simon and Schuster
Shy, sweet Nellie Grayson frees herself from the burdens placed on her by her demanding father and sister
and is finally able to open herself to love with a little help from a very unconventional fairy godmother.
A Holiday of Love Harper Collins
It isn't as though attractive widow Venetia Jones doesn't have enough problems. She has worked
hard to become a fashionable photographer catering to Victorian society's elite. Her career has
enabled her to provide a comfortable living for her brother, sister and elderly aunt. Disaster looms,
however. Venetia has some closely held secrets, not the least of which is her uncanny psychic
ability. Now her life is in danger because she has viewed the unique aura of a killer fleeing the scene
of his crime. But the really unsettling news is that her conveniently dead husband has just returned
from the grave.
Holly Simon and Schuster
Two outcasts in medieval England are brought together and share a destiny of passion in the
third of the Velvet Montgomery Annals Quadrilogy from the New York Times bestselling
author of The Duchess. With her father murdered, her home burned, lovely Alyx Blackelt
fled to the woods and found sanctuary in the camp of Raine Montgomery, a nobleman
outlawed by the king’s edict. There she hid her beauty in the guise of a boy, and her sorrow
in her work as Montgomery’s squire. But how long could such loveliness as hers be hidden?
How long could such a gallant man’s desires be blind? And how soon—even as a blood feud
raged between the Montgomery family and the Chatworth, as angry swords clattered in the
name of family honor—one woman’s love would make all the difference...one woman’s love
would inflame a hero’s passion, touch a kings pity, and raise a song of praise in every
English heart.
Scarlet Nights Simon and Schuster
The New York Times bestselling of Eternity brings her signature “enchanting and exquisite”
(BookPage) prose to the second in the Forever Trilogy following Darci Monroe as she must solve a
devastating mystery that hits close to home. When her beloved husband vanishes after a strange
accident, grief-stricken Darci Monroe is left to raise their young daughter alone. But she can’t help
but suspect that the reports of his death are untrue. When the FBI enlists her intuitive talents to solve
a heinous crime, she agrees—if they help to uncover the truth about her husband. It may be a tougher
deal than Darci imagined: she must go head-to-head with a criminal whose mind power matches hers
at every turn. And she must discover if those in the highest circles of authority have her best interests
at heart—or if someone intends to sever the everlasting bond she shares with her one true love.
The Scent of Jasmine Simon and Schuster
After being abruptly jilted, Sophie Kincaid flees to the place her friend Kim Aldredge calls heaven
on earth. But Sophie's first taste of Edilean is far from heavenly: after her car breaks down on a

country road, she is nearly run over by a speeding sports car. A small act of revenge brings some
satisfaction, and word quickly spreads that a gorgeous newcomer gave the driver, the notoriously
bitter Dr. Reede Aldredge, a dressing down! But it isn't the first time the fiery artist has gone too far
for payback; a secret possession she carries with her could shatter her ex-boyfriend's future. Reede
Aldredge has secrets, too, including a desire to get closer to the beauty who is turning his dark world
upside-down. Under the night skies, their masquerade is magic-but will it turn to stardust by the light
of day?
Moonlight Masquerade Simon and Schuster
The unforgettable finale of the bestselling Forever trilogy follows psychic heroine Darci Monroe on a quest
to find the kidnapped father of an FBI agent. Darci has never given up searching for her kidnapped husband.
But her quest has taken her deeper into the world of psychic phenomena than she ever dreamed—or dared to
go. When the FBI enlists her help in locating the missing father of undercover agent Jack Rose, Darci signs
on for the covert operation, not knowing that her attraction to handsome, sexy Jack is about to lead her into
deadly territory—and into an era long past. For Jack has a protector, a mysterious nineteenth-century lady who
pulls them into a time and place where Darci is stripped of her abilities. Can she find the key that links to the
modern-day crimes she’s set out to solve? And will a showdown with a wicked force from the past hold her
hostage...for all eternity?

The Heiress Simon and Schuster
Jamie Montgomery, an impoverished Elizabethan knight, is elated when he is assigned to
escort Axia, the Lancaster heiress, to the castle of her betrothed. If only she will fall in love
with Jamie 00 as Jamie's devoted older sister predicts 00 the family's financial woes will be
solved. But Axia, who has spent her life closely guarded by her father's servants, is not the
shy, cossetted flower Jamie expects. She's a hoyden, hell-bent on enjoying her precious
moments of liberty before her marriage to a man chosen by her remote, eccentric father. After
curtly informing Jamie not to bother declaring his love for her -- as all poor, handsome men
seem wont to do -- Axia makes his life a misery, sneaking off to the marketplace, nearly
breaking her neck on a runaway horse, and doing everything possible to delay the trip.
Though she dare not admit it, even to herself, Axia dreads being wed to a stranger. Suddenly
Jamie realizes that he savors even her most barbed words life the rarest nectar..that he is
falling desperately in love with this bold, maddening beauty. Now he must contrive a daring
plan to win her freedom -- and win her proud, defiant heart for his own!
Change of Heart Simon and Schuster
In small towns, no one lets the facts get in the way of juicy gossip… Terri Rayburn is a girl with a reputation.
She doesn’t deserve it, but having grown up on the outskirts of Summer Hill, Virginia, she knows how small
towns work. The only way to deal with vicious gossip is to ignore it. So she keeps to herself as she runs the
summer resort on Lake Kissel. When she returns home from a short trip to find a handsome stranger living in
her house, she smells a rat. Someone is trying to fix her up, and she has to admit that Nate Taggert is just her
type. However, Nate is engaged to the daughter of the mayor and strictly off-limits. Nate and Terri form an
unlikely friendship while he throws himself into life at the lake. As Nate starts to hear rumors about Terri
he’s confused. Knowing how smart, beautiful and strong she is, he’s determined to discover the source of
the gossip. Terri doesn’t want to revisit the past, but Nate won’t stop until he discovers the truth—even if the
truth might be more than either of them can handle. Set in the beloved fictional town of Summer Hill,
Virginia, Met Her Match examines the tensions between the wealthy townspeople, the summer vacationers
and the working-class people who keep the town and resort running. Told with humor and heart, Met Her
Match is the perfect summer escape.
Lavender Morning Simon and Schuster
Have you ever lost someone who meant more to you than your own soul? Ford Newcombe has. For years he
loved his wife, Pat, more than anyone -- and anything -- in the world. She came into his life when he was just
an inexperienced college student with big dreams of becoming a published author. With love and humour,
she guided him down the path that would eventually lead him to more success than he ever dreamed possible.
Since Pat's death six years ago, Ford has lived a life of solitude, barely able to put pen to paper, and rumours
are flying that it was Pat who actually created the books the world so loved. If there's one thing that Ford
needs it's inspiration, and it finally comes in the guise of Jackie Maxwell -- a smart, sassy university
researcher with just enough attitude to match Ford's sharp intellect. But it's her intimate knowledge of the
story of a young woman's friendship with the devil -- and what the townspeople did to her -- that persuades
Ford to hire Jackie as his assistant and to move to Cole Creek, North Carolina, where the story is said to have
taken place. They soon learn that even though the inhabitants of Cole Creek try to deny it, they are still
plagued by the consequences of the otherworldly tale of passion and death. As Ford and Jackie work to
unravel the truth, they discover a connection between their lives and the past, a connection that not only helps
them solve a long-ago crime but offers the promise of new love.
Forever and Always Simon and Schuster
The first novel of New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux's breathtaking series set in Summer
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Hill, a small town where love takes centre stage against the backdrop of Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice.
Enter Elizabeth Bennet. Chef Casey Reddick has had it up to here with men. Arriving in the charming town of
Summer Hill, Virginia, peace and quiet on the picturesque Tattwell plantation is just what she needs. But the
tranquillity is broken one morning when she sees a gorgeous naked man on her porch. Enter Mr. Darcy. What
Tate Landers, Hollywood heartthrob and owner of Tattwell, doesn't need on a bittersweet trip to his ancestral
home is a woman spying on him. His anger, which looks so good on the screen, makes a bad first impression
on Casey - and she lets him know it

The Summerhouse Simon and Schuster
Set on the magical island of Nantucket, True Love introduces characters from the new
generation of Montgomerys and Taggerts, the beloved families from Deverauxs classic
novels.
True Love Simon and Schuster
When the young heiress Edilean Talbot turns up at her uncle's castle in Scotland, she may easily win
over the members of the local clans with her great beauty and charm, but Laird Angus McTern is not
so easily impressed. However, when Edilean's inheritance is stolen from her, Angus swallows his
pride and sets off to recapture the pilfered gold. What he doesn't realise is that one of the trunks on
the wagon actually contains Edilean, and he finds himself accused of kidnapping and theft. To avoid
prosecution, the two of them board a ship to America and, during the course of the voyage, fall in
love. But when they do arrive in the new country, Edilean is forced to return home by her fortune-
hunting fiancé and the two lovers must endure a long separation. In the end, Edilean and Angus
overcome every obstacle standing in their way, and they can finally begin their life together.
For All Time Hachette UK
“If you’re looking for sensuality, you won’t be disappointed in Johanna Lindsey.” —Chicago Tribune A
classic romance novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Johanna Lindsey, Warrior’s Woman
boldly goes where no romantic fiction has gone before! An ingenious blend of sizzling passion, paranormal
romance, and science fiction romantic fantasy, Warrior’s Woman travels far into the future—where a fearless
intergalactic traveler hoping to save her endangered home world seeks a champion on a planet of strapping
barbarians…and finds herself making very physical contact with a truly magnificent savage.
Stranger in the Moonlight Simon and Schuster
The New York Times bestselling author of the beloved Summerhouse and James River series brings
her signature “enchanting and exquisite” (BookPage) writing to this charming and tender yuletide
tale of love and passion. When Hollander Latham’s parents purchase Spring Hill—a beautiful North
Carolina plantation—she’s thrilled that she can finally return to the gorgeous estate where she spent a
memorable thirteenth summer. Now a successful architect, she fantasizes about reuniting with Spring
Hill’s neighbor, the wealthy heir Laurence Beaumont, whom she fell in love with during that long-
ago summer. But as Christmas fast approaches, her plans for a romantic reconnection turn upside
down with the arrival of Nick Taggert, a mysterious stranger who makes her laugh and tempts her
with a surprising passion. One man can seduce her with fortune and privilege; the other can promise
her the simple gift of love. And on a frost-covered Christmas night, Holly’s choice will unmask
astonishing truths and hidden dangers that will forever change her charmed life and her vulnerable
heart.
Moonlight in the Morning Simon and Schuster
With her shining gift for “exquisite and enchanting” (Bookpage) storytelling, Jude Deveraux
sweeps readers away in a breathtaking follow-up to her beloved New York Times bestseller,
The Summerhouse—where a marvelous new adventure awaits. Magic most definitely resides
in the Maine summerhouse where the mysterious Madame Zoya has granted the innermost
wishes of its visitors. Now, three women have come to this special place with one thing in
common: a painful past they would each like to rewrite. Amy, who hides a heartbreaking loss
behind her seemingly perfect marriage and family...Faith, a widow in her thirties whose
deepest grief is for a man from years ago...and Zoe, an artist shunned by her hometown for
reasons she doesn’t know, after a traumatic night erased her memory. With their mystical
powers, Madame Zoya and her sister Primrose are about to transport the trio to eighteenth-
century England to alter Amy’s ancestry. But although surprises await each of them, will
stepping back in time bring the women the happy endings they seek?
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